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The election of the 8th President of Sri Lanka is scheduled for 16th November 2019. We, as the Election Commission 
are entrusted under the Presidential Elections Act, No 15 of 81 to ensure the protection of people’s rights and 
conduct free, fair and credible elections efficiently and effectively. A key objective is to ensure all qualified citizens 
exercise their franchise fearlessly, freely and confidentially. 

Whilst routine preparation for the election is enduring, the thought of impediments to voters and officials due 
to extreme weather patterns and disasters as a result, was a matter of serious concern to us. 15,992,096 eligible 
voters will commute to 12845 polling centers on the day of elections.  In addition, there are 1550 counting centers. 
Protection to this population from hazards and disasters is important while the confidence for them to exercise their 
right to vote is of great significance. 

Disruption to voting and election duties due to natural disasters and emergencies need to be overcome. As such, the 
Election Commission of Sri Lanka convened series of meetings with key stakeholders to plan for Election Emergencies. 
A pioneer initiative by our office in preventing disasters from disrupting voting.

The Guidelines and Operations Plan for Election Emergencies in Sri Lanka was the outcome of the several meetings 
and discussions.  It certainly will provide security and safety for people to exercise their franchise amidst disasters 
and help ensure our officials for the effective administration of elections. 

I thank the Election Commission, partner ministries and organizations for the contribution towards these 
guidelines.

Mr Mahinda Deshapriya
Chairman
Election Commission of Sri Lanka
for Election Commission of Sri Lanka
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The need to address election emergencies is now imperative having experienced extreme weather and 
disasters caused by natural hazards that can affect impending and ongoing elections. We intend to preserve 
the fundamental right to vote, by considering the issues such election emergencies can cause, thus reducing 

risks to voters and officials. 

Disasters and emergencies though not predictable, could render polling places inaccessible, trigger displacement 
or disrupt governmental operations thereby hindering conduct of elections. The Election Commission of Sri Lanka 
and the Ministry of Public Administration, Disaster Management and Livestock Development in consultation with 
key stakeholders, adopted Operational Guidelines for Election Emergencies to reduce impending risks to voters and 
empower officials to adequately respond to crises. 

Essential and supporting services will collaborate in enduring a coordinated emergency response mechanism 
through appropriate preparedness measures. Small steps in preparedness can have a major impact once a disaster 
strikes. Operational Guidelines will also support post-election period until official results are announced. 

This document is the result of collaborative work over a short period of time, following election contingency planning 
meetings between Election Commission Office and the Ministry of Disaster Management.  We would particularly 
like to thank all partners who contributed towards formulating these guidelines ably coordinated by the Disaster 
Management Centre (DMC). 

The Operational Guidelines are written in reference to sudden-onset disasters, but could certainly be applied to 
other calamities. These Guidelines will be a helpful tool to prepare, mitigate and respond to emergencies in support 
of not only Election Emergencies but any other national event. 

Mr J. J. Rathnasiri
Secretary
Ministry of Public Administration, 
Disaster Management and Livestock Development 

Mr W A Dharmasiri
Director General
Disaster Management Center
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1. Introduction

The Presidential Election in Sri Lanka is scheduled to be held on 16th November 2019. For election purposes, the 
country is divided into 22 electoral districts and further subdivided to 160 polling divisions. 15,992,096 persons are 
eligible to vote this year. 12845 polling centers and 1550 election counting centers have been established island 
wide.

Electoral Districts Polling Divisions Eligible Voters Polling Centers Counting Centers

22 160 15,992,096 12845 1550

High impact disaster events in Sri Lanka have been frequent with extreme weather patterns disrupting normalcy. 
Flooding and severe landslides due to extensive rain have had disastrous consequences in the recent past. Assessing 
possible risks to voters and officials engaged in election duties, the Election Commission of Sri Lanka (ECoSL) and 
the Ministry of Disaster Management recognized the need for a cohesive risk reduction plan to overcome potential 
election emergencies. 

The Joint Election Emergencies Operations Unit (JEEOps) will be commissioned and tasked with coordinating essential 
service organizations in election emergencies. The operations unit will plan and execute any eventuality impeding 
the ability to vote or conduct post-election duties due to disasters caused by natural hazards or otherwise. 

2. Joint Election Emergencies Operations Unit (JEEOps)

JEEOps is established with immediate effect at the Emergency Operations Centre (EOC) of the Disaster Management 
Centre (DMC). It will be jointly headed by representatives from the ECoSL and DMC. JEEOps will be operational 24 
hours from 14th to 19th November 2019.

District Election Emergencies Coordinating Office (DEECO) will function in the 25 Administrative Districts headed 
by the respective District Secretary with representatives from ECOSL and DMC. These offices will be directly linked 
with JEEOps in Colombo.

2.1 Responsibilities;
• Coordinate and facilitate planning of election emergencies; early warning mechanisms; and 

communications among essential service organizations in disasters during elections. 

• Support District Secretariats, Local Government and other stakeholders in emergencies.

• Ensure operational functions of DEECO.

• Implement individual and collective organizational contingency plans in achieving election emergency 
objectives.

• Identify needs and mobilize resources as required.

• Achieve objectives of Election Emergencies.
 
3. Objective

The main objective is to ensure there are no disruptions to voting by the public due to disasters and negate 
obstructions to election officials in carrying out their duties. 

3.3 Specific Objectives
• Ensure accessibility to 12845 polling centers by the public to exercise their right to vote. 

RIGHT TO VOTE AMIDST DISASTERS
GUIDELINES AND OPERATIONS PLAN FOR ELECTION EMERGENCIES
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• Provide unimpeded access to 1550 counting centers and facilitate officials to conduct election tasks and 
responsibilities. 

• Prepare, coordinate and execute emergency plans among all essential service organizations in emergencies 
to achieve the mandate of the Election Commission of Sri Lanka. 

4. Operational Guidelines for Election Emergencies in Situations of Disasters 

Safety and security of voters and officials engaged in election duties will be of paramount importance in the event 
of potential disasters due to natural hazards. The climate patterns and past extreme weather conditions indicate 
possibilities of flooding, landslides, high wind, storm surge, coastal erosion, lightening, severe thunder storm and 
industrial hazards. Tsunami, fire and explosions inclusive are potential threats. Preparation in providing early warning, 
reducing risks and responding speedily in the event of a calamity would be a collective action by agencies declared 
as essential services in election emergencies. The guidelines will support such agencies to prepare, coordinate and 
implement plans to achieve the specified objectives. 

4.1 Election Commission of Sri Lanka (ECoSL)
ECoSL will be Co-chair of JEEOps with DMC. The Co-chair will personally authorize response oerations to any 
election emergencies through JEEOps. ECoSL will;
a. Assign ECoSL representative as Operational Co-Chair of JEEOps.

b. Share deployment of officials and assets related to election with JEEOps to facilitate emergency 
response planning.

c. Appoint ECoSL district representatives in respect of each district to coordinate with District Secretary 
and DMC in emergencies.

d. Ensure election officials are briefed of district hazard maps and contingency plans provided by 
JEEOps.

e. Share details of approved international and local election monitoring organizations/personnel with 
JEEOps.

4.2 Ministry of Public Administration and Disaster Management and Livestock Development
Ministry will be responsible for the planning and execution of election emergencies in liaison with Election 
Commission Office of Sri Lanka. It will function as Co-Chair of JEEOps with ECoSL. A coordination mechanism 
will be established to ensure essential and support organizations are prepared to implement contingency 
plans at national and district/divisional levels in the event of a disaster. 

a. Assign DMC representative as Operational Co-Chair of JEEOps.

b. Implement National Election Emergency Plan in liaison with other ministries and organization via 
JEEOps.

c. Ensure Election Emergency Plan is implemented with the concurrence of ECoSL without any hindrance 
to election duties. 

d. Create safe passage for voters and election officials to conduct elections. 

e. Provide early warning of impending disasters timely and efficiently. 

f. National Council for Disaster Management to be appraised of action plan in the event of an election 
emergency.   

4.3 Ministry of Defence (MoD)
MoD will be directed by the ECOSL with regard to troop deployment in support of Election Emergencies 
caused by natural disasters. MoD will provide assistance to election emergency response through the Office 
of the Chief of Defence Staff (OCDS) authorizing deployment of tri-forces and military assets.  JEEOps will 
link with OCDS for tri-force deployment plans in election emergencies.
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4.4 Office of the Chief of Defence Staff (OCDS) and Tri Forces
Civil-military cooperation in humanitarian emergencies is vital. Military assets, its experience, rapid 
deployment and speedy access are immense advantage they possess in saving lives. Given the sensitivity of 
an Election Emergency, the role of the military in this context will be totally on the request and directive of 
the ECoSL. OCDS is requested to;

a. Assign OCDS representative to liaise directly with JEEOps.

b. Request from Commander of the Army, Navy and Air force to provide operational assistance to JEEOps 
through respective Directors of Operation to execute election emergency responses.  

c. Attach tri-forces (Army, Navy Airforce) senior representatives to JEEOps to assess, coordinate and 
authorize resources for emergency response relevant to respective service organizations. 

d. Nominate tri-forces representatives for 25 District Election Emergencies Coordinating Offices.

e. Provide election emergency response plan/guidelines in respect of resource mobilization for election 
emergencies.

f. Link OCDS Operations room with JEEOps and District Election Emergencies Coordinating offices.

g. Disseminate weather forecast, early warning, potential mobilization and other related information sent 
by JEEOps with relevant tri-service organizations. 

h. Collate and share contact details of key military coordinators at national and district levels assigned for 
election emergencies. Contacts of Army, Navy and Air force inclusive.

i. Advice troops of their limitations if deployed for emergency operations due to the sensitivity of election 
duties and activities. Role of military will be only to respond to a humanitarian crisis. 

4.5 Disaster Management Centre (DMC)
DMC will be the lead in planning and operationalizing election emergency procedures in liaison with ECoSL 
representatives. It will take all necessary steps to counter any disaster or impending disaster in accordance 
with existing plans.

a. Direct and authorize Election Emergency Action Plans from essential service and support organizations 
for implementation during election emergencies.

b. Ensure identified organizations are operational to implement emergency plans at any given time during 
the period 14th to 19th November 2019. 

c. Share district/divisional hazard maps for extensive circulation among election officials and district 
administrators. Take measures to reduce risks and facilitate access routes to polling centers.

d. Carry out joint assessment on accessibility and alternate routes at district/divisions through District 
Election Emergencies Coordinating offices led by DMC representatives in liaison with ECoSL district 
focal officer.

e. Ensure critical service providers have special contingency plans in responding to power outages, 
transport exigencies, telecommunication failure etc.  

f. Create public awareness of election emergency readiness. 

g. Support District Secretaries in the implementation of district disaster response plans.

h. Support coordination of emergency relief through National Disaster Relief Services Center (NDRSC) and 
link with other stakeholders including private sector for a coordinated emergency and relief response.   

i. Provide early warning on hazards and impending disasters timely in liaison with technical agencies. 
Ensure speedy and efficient communication mechanism for warnings and instructions to reach citizens 
and officials. 

j. Identify and enhance facilities of safe centers with safe alternate access routes to channel vulnerable 
and affected population in the event of a disaster. 

k. Entrust ECoSL to operationalize JEEOps.
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l. Provide operational, administrative and logistical support for JEEOps.

m. Update ECoSL and the Ministry of operational activities regularly. Maintain close liaisons with District 
Secretaries in sharing information and providing assistance in emergencies.

4.6 Joint Election Emergencies Operations Unit (JEEOps)
JEEOps will be the operational arm to coordinate and implement election emergencies. Its operation time 
period will be determined by the Election Commission Office of Sri Lanka. For the Presidential Election 
2019, it will operate fulltime (24/7) from 14th to 19th November 2019. ECoSL will determine any change 
or extension to the given dates. Essential composition of JEEOps will be representatives of ECoSL, DMC, Tri-
forces, Police, assigned ministries and technical organizations. 

DMC appointed Operational Co-chair for JEEOps will be the Director Emergency operations Centre (EOC)
of DMC.  Office and command center of JEEOps will be the EOC at DMC, Ministry of Disaster Management. 
District Election Emergencies Coordinating Offices (DEECO) will be in the respective 25 district secretariats 
under the auspices of the District Secretary. JEEOps will;

a. Coordinate with DEECO, essential service organizations and stakeholders in ensuring election 
emergencies are contained and responded effectively.

b. Request for senior representatives of essential service organizations in emergencies to facilitate 
coordination and implementation of tasks assigned to respective organization. Their presence is 
required 24/7 from 14th to 19th November 2019. 

c. Collate, analyze and ensure implementation of all essential services and technical organizations’ plans 
and contingencies, in response to election emergencies. 

d. Link directly with such organizations and maintain effective and efficient communication channels. 

e. Monitor weather patterns/disturbances and proactively engage with technical organizations in receiving 
timely early warning. Implement an effective early warning dissemination mechanism to reach out to 
all people speedily.

f. Establish public, private and media partnership for dissemination of weather forecasts, warnings and 
safety instructions. 

g. Deploy pre-identified resources as per contingency plans to maximize efficiency in providing safety and 
security to all people.

h. Provide timely situational reports/updates to Co-Chairs and relevant authorities. 

i. Operational activities of JEEOps are limited only to Election Emergencies and on the directive of ECOSL. 
Activate election emergency response plan only on the directive of ECoSL.  

4.7 District Election Emergencies Coordinating Office (DEECO)
Twenty five district offices will be in operation at the district secretariats. DEECO will be headed by the 
respective District Secretaries. Essential composition of DEECO will be District Secretary; ECoSL and DMC 
representatives as district operational co-chairs; representatives of tri-forces, police and those determined 
by the District Secretary. DEECO will;

a. Operationalize DEECO, linking with divisional secretariats, local government authorities, tri-forces, 
Police and other organizations/stakeholders involved in election emergency readiness and response. 

b. Maintain direct liaisons with JEEOps and provide frequent situational updates. Establish information 
sharing mechanisms both from national to sub-national levels. 

c. Formulate essential composition of DEECO incorporating district co-chairs, tri-forces representatives, 
Police and other partner organizations. 

d. Coordinate and implement district emergency response plans in the event of an election emergency.
e. Obtain prior approval from JEEOps to respond to any emergency with the concurrence of District 

Secretariat. 
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4.8 Ministry of Health
Emergency health response plans in support of Election Emergencies to be prepared and resources 
allocated based on the potential threat. National and sub-national key focal persons will be linked with 
JEEOps to confirm readiness and activate contingency plans if required. Disaster Preparedness and Response 
Division (DPRD) of the Ministry of Health will be the focal unit linking health and medical needs in election 
emergencies with JEEOps. 

a. A fulltime coordinating representative will be at JEEOps for the period stated. 

b. National emergency health response action plan will be shared with JEEOps.

c. List of contact details of national, provincial and district health coordinators will be submitted.

d. Deployment of ambulances and required vehicles will be ensured.

e. Sufficient health staff and medicinal stocks in hospitals to deal with emergencies in vulnerable districts 
will be confirmed.

4.9 Ministry of Power and Energy
Power outage and interruptions are a common phenomenon when disaster strikes. 12845 polling centers 
and 1550 election counting centers respectively will be operational Island wide. Uninterrupted power 
supply is mandatory. Flooding, high winds, landslides, sabotage etc can cause power interruptions;

a. Identify and assess vulnerability of polling and counting centers. 

b. Contingencies to provide uninterrupted power supply to be discussed and shared with JEEOps.

c. Link with relevant authorities for support services in case of clearing access routes, damage to power 
lines, security etc. 

d. Proactively engage JEEOps in assessing potential hazardous situations for remedial action.

e. Seek alternate power back-up plans to critical election offices and safe centers identified to house the 
displaced. 

f. Appoint representative to link with JEEOps to implement election emergency plan related to power 
and energy. 

g. Provide contact list of key focal officers at national and sub-national levels. 

4.10 Ministry of Telecommunications and Information Technology 
Communication links are often disrupted in the event of a disaster. Consistent operations in emergencies 
are dependent on uninterrupted communications. 

a. Ensure all telecommunication service providers have emergency communication back-up plans. 

b. Establish effective public private partnership for emergency communications.

c. Appoint Ministry representative to link directly with JEEOps.

d. Ensure uninterrupted, voice, fax and internet connectivity in an emergency. 

e. Television and radio broadcasts are continuous and without impediments to ensure information flow. 

f. Provide contact list of focal points coordinating telecommunication emergency response to JEEOps.

4.11  Ministry of Transport
Transportation will be hampered in disasters. Infrastructure damage will stall transportation.  Planning for 
emergencies is vital by dispersing resources so as to respond faster based on vulnerability. 14395 election 
polling and courting centers will operate island wide. 16 million voters will commute to these locations.

a. Vehicles and staff deployed for election duties to be briefed of contingencies in the event of a 
disaster.

b. Resource allocation to be based on vulnerability of location.
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c. Assess potential risks and establish public private partnership for emergency transportation. 

d. Link with relevant authorities for support services to access areas of difficulty via road and debris 
clearance etc. 

e. Map availability of fuel, spares and repair facility in high risk locations. Plan for mass evacuation of 
people. 

f. Link Ministry focal point with JEEOps.

4.12 Ministry of Petroleum
Election duties will engage many vehicles in support 14395 polling and counting centers. This would be in 
addition to routine activities. In an emergency to respond to a disaster, the need for mobility becomes very 
crucial. Supply of fuel island-wide without any shortages is mandatory;  

a. Instruct government and private fuel suppliers to have sufficient fuel stocks and manpower.

b. Plan for uninterrupted fuel supply to fuel stations. Seek for alternate arrangements if inaccessible due 
to disaster.

c. Directive to maintain buffer stocks of fuel to support any emergencies.

d. Link with JEEOps for updates and contingency planning. 

4.13 Ministry of Mass Media and Information
Media forges a direct link between the public and government in emergencies and plays an important role 
in disseminating of vital information before, during and after disasters. Media could be extensively used 
during the election period to sensitize the public about potential hazards. Ministry of Mass media could;

a. Prioritize dissemination of  weather forecast and disaster warning through print and electronic media 
in liaison with JEEOps.

b. Carry out awareness to public of extreme weather conditions and contingencies for election 
emergencies. 

c. Provide alerts/warnings on potential hazards through local news coverage.

d. Sensitize media institutions to allocate coverage time for safety and security of public in the event of 
election emergencies.

e. Maximize media coverage in the event of a disaster in saving lives and reaching to safe locations. 

f. Appoint Ministry representative to link directly with JEEOps Media Spokesperson.

g. Arrange for Emergency Press Conferences in the event of impending disasters and during 
emergencies.  

4.14 Sri Lanka Police and Special Task Force
Sri Lanka Police has the ability to reach out to community and its scattered presence is a source of information 
and response mechanism. In emergencies, Police carry out an essential role in saving lives. Its role becomes 
even more important during election emergencies. Police HQ is requested to;

a. Provide communication and deployment plan in election emergencies.
b. Assign focal officer/team for JEEOps.

c. Link local police stations for information sharing with JEEOps and District Election Emergencies 
Coordinating Offices.

d. Disseminate alerts and warning for evacuation in emergencies. 

e. Provide essential security to designated safe centers of displaced persons in the event of a disaster.

f. Harness community support and assistance as first responders in response to a disaster. 

g. Share list of Police representatives to be linked with JEEOps and DEECO.
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4.15 Civil Security Department (CSD)
CSD deployment in vulnerable areas is to be mapped and shared with JEEOps. Designated tasks are to be 
allotted by JEEOps based on the capacity and strength of CSD.

a. Assign CSD representative to link with JEEOps.

b. Provide capacity and strength in support of election emergencies for JEEOps. Specific tasks will be 
assigned accordingly. 

c. Support dissemination of alerts and warning messages to the public.

d. Assist direct public towards safe zones in the event of disasters.

e. Link directly with DEECO for emergency assistance in respective districts.  

4.16 Department of Meteorology 
Accurate, timely and impact oriented weather forecast will support preparedness through early warning. 

a. Issue regular weather forecasts and disseminate timely to JEEOps. Periodicity of issuing situation reports 
during 14th to 19th November 2019 to be agreed with JEEOps. Proposed forecast report periods are 
given below;

Date 14 Nov 15 Nov 16 Nov 17 Nov 18 Nov 19 Nov
Frequency of 

Reports 6 hourly 3 hourly 3 hourly 3 hourly 6 hourly 6 hourly

In the event of potential threats – hourly reports or even frequent as required.

b. Designate senior officer to liaise with JEEOps.

c. Provide election emergency action plan with list of contacts.

d. Formulate speedy and simple dissemination of early warning format, inclusive of local language for 
onward transmission to public without edit to save time and reduce risks. 

e. Connect with mass media to disseminate special weather forecasts / advisories.

4.17 Irrigation Department
Threat of extensive rain could swell rivers, overspill reservoirs and force open sluice gates causing floods in 
low-lying areas. Early warning and potential threats in areas of high vulnerability needs to be identified in 
relation to polling and counting centers;

a. Provide situational reports to JEEOps on water levels and alerts related to rivers, reservoirs and other 
water bodies detrimental to overflow or cause a disaster. Frequency of submission of reports to is given 
below; 

Date 14 Nov 15 Nov 16 Nov 17 Nov 18 Nov 19 Nov

Frequency of 
Reports 6 hourly 3 hourly 3 hourly 3 hourly 6 hourly 6 hourly

In the event of potential threats – hourly reports or even frequent as required.

b. Provide potential threats and vulnerable areas to JEEOps to facilitate deployment plans. Access roads 
and safe locations will be vital.

c. Make available election emergency action plan based mostly on early warning and dissemination to 
JEEOps.

d. Agree on communication mechanism and simplified warning message for direct dissemination to public 
through JEEOps.

e. Provide list of key contact persons at national and sub-national levels to JEEOps.

f. Ensure 24 hours operational, situation monitoring office from 14th to 19th Nov 2019.
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g. Assign representative to connect with JEEOps during the same period.

h. Disseminate information of potential threat or normalcy to public via media and other sources.

4.18 National Building and Research Organization (NBRO)
Monitoring of potential landslides and consequences aftermath which will hinder the conduct of elections 
would be NBRO’s election emergency contingency. Prior warnings will enable safety of population and those 
engaged in election duties in the 14395 centers. Access to safe locations in support of affected communities 
will be crucial;

a. Identify and zone potential areas vulnerable to landslides or access amongst the established election 
polling and counting centers.

b. Demarcate safe access routes in support of election duties. Provide alternate safe routes in the event 
of an emergency. 

c. Provide emergency response plan in the event of a disaster.

d. Designate senior officer to liaise with JEEOps. Provide contact list of key personnel at national and sub-
national levels.

e. Provide updated situational reports to JEEOps frequently.

f. Provide warnings timely to JEEOps.  

4.19 National Disaster Relief Services Center (NDRSC)
Planning of relief operations will be priority in election emergencies. Harnessing support services, stockpiling 
and effective distribution of food and non-food items to affected populations in the event of a disaster require 
meticulous planning. NDRSC with its district/divisional networks require to plan contingencies accordingly;

a. Provide district/divisional contingency plans to JEEOps.

b. Stockpile or ensure availability of essential food/non-food items in or close to vulnerable locations.

c. Assign liaison officer to connect with JEEOps and provide district coordinators to  each of he 25 
DEECOs.

d. Implement contingency plas in the event of a disaster or emergency. 

4.20 Telecommunications Regulatory Commission (TRC)
TRC will ensure both government and private telecommunication service providers are tasked to provide 
uninterrupted communication during the period of 14th to 19th November 2019. Additional emphasis in 
supporting election emergency response through contingencies for back-up and communication revival to 
be made. Sufficient manpower to support such exigencies to be planned. TRC to connect with JEEOps and 
assign focal point.

 4.21 Road development Authority (RDA)
Road access to implement response plan in the event of disasters will be vital. Access in support of affected 
people will require roads and pathways to be cleared of debris. 

a. Routes which are likely to be affected need to be identified and contingencies drawn to clear road/
pathways. Share such action plans with JEEOps.  

b. Assign a representative to coordinate with JEEOps and share contact list of key persons involved in 
election emergencies.

c. Provide list of machinery and human resources available for deployment in vulnerable areas. 

4.22 Fire Brigade – Local Government Municipalities 
Readiness of fire brigades under the municipalities requires to be directed in submitting contingency plans to 
respond to election emergencies. Resource availability, fire-hydrant serviceability and reach of fire brigades 
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to be submitted to JEEOps. Assign a coordinator to liaise with JEEOps, who is capable of coordinating all fire 
brigades. Complementing and supporting adjacent municipality fire brigades in the event of emergencies is 
suggested. Prior approval to be obtained to effect such mutual support.  

4.23 1990 Ambulance Service- Suwaseriya
Suwaseriya operations room to connect directly with JEEOps with an assigned officer. Deployment of 
ambulances and its services to be mapped. JEEOps will coordinate with CEO Suwaseriya and maximize 
services in the event of causality transport and medical services. 

4.24 International and National Presidential Election Observers
Election Commission Office approved international and national election observers to be linked with JEEOps. 
These organizations are to provide details of its staff, contacts and deployment plans. JEEOps to coordinate 
safety measures of election observers.  

5. Communications

JEEOps will be the command center linked directly to DEECO in 25 districts. JEEOps will communicate with Co-
chairs of the ECoSL and the Ministry of Public Administration, Disaster Management and Livestock Development 
for instructions, approvals and feedback. Whilst JEEOps and DEECOs will coordinate and facilitate the election 
emergency process, individual essential service organizations mentioned above will have its internal and external 
communication plans. 

6. Administration and Logistics

JEEOps will be supported by DMC while DEECOs will be hosted by the respective District Secretariats of the 25 
districts. Essential service organizations in emergencies are requested internalize administrative and logistic support. 
Organizations may discuss further needs and requirements with DMC for resource allocation as required. 

7. Conclusion

Preparing and responding to election emergencies require collective effort. Over 16 million people will commute 
during the day of 16th November 2019 accessing 12845 polling centers and 1550 counting centers. Proportionately, 
many numbers of vehicle will shuttle on the roads. The occurrence of a disaster due to natural hazards or otherwise 
during a time when so many are exposed, will not only hinder the election process, but will be catastrophic in terms 
of losses to lives and property. Preparation and execution of election emergency plans will certainly deny such 
losses and provide the citizens of Sri Lanka the “Right to Vote”.  

November 2019
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Mr. J.M.S.Jayaweera
Director – Preparedness and Planning,
Disaster Management Center 
0773957898 / 0112136180
sunil@dmc.gov.lk

Elections Commission District Contact Details

Ref District Name Contact Details

1 Colombo  (City) Mr. P.A.S Senarathne M- 0777464916 / O-0112369437 / F-0112369279

2
Colombo 
(District)

Mr. Shanika Rupasinghe M-0718313604 / O-0112369438/F-0112369481

3 Gampaha Mr. K.J.S Madhawa M-0714457721 / O-0332222047/F-0332222047

4 Gampaha (North) Mr. Indunil Bandara M-0772319919 / O-0332222047/F-0332222522

5 Kalutara Mr. Kalindra Jayaweera M-0718016096/O-0342222266/F-0342222247

6 Kandy Mr. T.A.C.N Thalangama M-0715313780/O-0812233187/F-0812233190

7 Matale Ms. Kumarini Prathapasinghe M-0712742602/O-0662222422/F-0662222422

8 Nuwara Eliya Mr. Pulasthi Pathirana M-0718397782/O-0522222325/F-0522222325

EMERGENCY CONTACT LIST

Joint Election Emergencies Operation Unit (JEEOps) Contact Details

JEEOps Emergency Numbers

	0702117117
	0113668032
	0113668028
	0113668029
	0113668030

Mr M.M.S.K. Bandara Mapa
Deputy Commissioner of Elections (Parliament) / 
Co-Co-Chairman of JEEOps,
Elections Commission, Sri Lanka
0718724984 / 0112868169
dcpe@elections.gov.lk

Brig. W.A.Ariyaratthne RWP, RSP
Director – Emergency Operation / 
Co-Chairman of JEEOps
0773957903 / 0112136220
direoc@dmc.gov.lk

Mr. K.A.D.P.K.Kodippili
Deputy Director – Early Warning (C.D.) 
Focal Point and JEEOps Media Spokesperson 
Disaster Management Center 
0772320530 / 0112136242
pradeepkodippili@dmc.gov.lk

Commodore K.A.S.Utthpala RSP*,USP
Military Coordinator,
Disaster Management Center
0772095328
milicoord@dmc.gov.lk

JEEOps Hotline - 117
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9 Galle Mr. K.U Chandralal M-071813527 / O-0912234028/F-0912234018

10 Matara Ms. T.W Poshitha Kaumadi M-0719537125/O-0412222305/F-0412222305

11 Hambantota Mr. R.S Wedage M-0713482007/O-0472220249/F-0472256248

12 Jaffna Mr. R.C Amalraj M-0778379686/O-0212222655/F-0212228002

13 Mannar Mr. J Jeniton M-0773776770/O-0232222289/F-0232222289

14 Vavuniya Mr.  M.G Lalith Ananda M-0716849588/O-0242222311/F-0242222311

15 Mullaitivu Mr. K Kantheepan M-0777616840/O-0212061426/F-0212061426

16 Kilinochchi Mr. D.C Aravintharaj M-0772249825/O-0212285664/F-0212285664

17 Batticaloa Mr. R Suseelan M-0775147872/O-0652224312/F-0652224374

18 Ampara Mr. D.T.I Wickramarathne M-0715857749/O-0632224342/F-0632224342

19 Trincomalee Mr. S Sudhakaran M-0718242482/O-0262222304/F-0262222304

20 Kurunegala Mr. G.D.N De Silva M-0775588114/O-0372222369/F-0372221549

21 Puttlam Mr. N Regan M-0704908464/O-0322265246/F-0322265246

22 Anuradhapura Mr. M.B.M Sufyan M-0755324783/O-0252222551/F-0252222551

23 Polonnaruwa Mr. Leelanath Wickramarachchi M-0712259667/O-0272222012/F-0272222012

24 Badulla Mr. Indika Hathurusinghe M-0712424059/O-0552222424/F-0552222424

25 Monaragala Mr. Indika Gayan Pathirana M-0714564199/O-0552276315/F-0552276315

26 Ratnapura Mr. Suranga Ambagahatenna M-0718270344 /O-0452222023/F-0452222023

27 Kegalle Mr. S.W Welgama M-0715290348/O-0352222561/F-0352222561

District Disaster Management Contact Details

Ref District Name Contact Details

1 Ampara Mr. M.A.C.M Riyas M-0773957883/O-0632222218/F-0632222218

2 Anuradhapura Mr. K.A.D.K.S.D Bandara M-0773957881/O-0252234817

3 Badulla Mr. E.M.L.U Kumara M-0773957880/O-0552224751

4 Batticaloa Mr. A.S.M Ziyath M-0773957885/O-0652227701

5 Colombo Wing Comm. D Jayaweera M-0773957870/O-0112434028/F-0112670079

6 Galle Major. I.G Wickramsinghe M-0773957873/O-0912227315/F-0912227315

7 Gampaha Mr. A.M.A.N Chandrasiri M- 0773957871/O-0332234671/F-0332222900

8 Hambantota Sqn. Ldr. D.L.N Bentharaarchchi M-0773957875/O-0472256463/F-0472256040

9 Jaffna Mr. N Sooriyarajah M-0773957894/O-0212221676
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Ref Authority Hotline Number

1 Office of Chief of Defense Staff 0112674503 / 0112674506 / 0113075792

2 Army HQ 0112432682 - 5

3 Navy HQ 0117190000/ 0112421151

4 Air Force HQ 0112441044/ 0112495495

5 Irrigation Department 0112581162

6 Met Department 0112694846

7 NDRSC 0112665258

8 Health Department
0112694033 / 0112675011
0112675449 / 0112693493

9 Police  HQ 0112421111

EMERGENCY SERVICES CONTACT DETAILS

10 Kalutara Lt. Col. M.P.S.P Kulasekera M-0773957872/O-0342222912

11 Kandy Mr. I.A.K Ranaweera M-0773957878/O-0812202697

12 Kegalle Mr. H.M.A.C Bandara M-0773957876/O-0352222603/F-0352230452

13 Kilinochchi Mr. S. Ravi M-0772320528/O-0212285330

14 Kurunegala Mr. Anura Viraj Dissanayake M-0773957887/O-0372221709

15 Mannar Mr. K Thileepan M-0772320529/O-0232250133

16 Matale Mr. Chaminda Amaraweera M-0773957890/O-0662230926/F-0662226542

17 Matara Major. K.N.P Kaluowila M-0773957874/O-0412234134

18 Monaragala Mr. A.H Ravindra Kumara M-0773957889/O-0552276867/F-0552276234

19 Mulaitivu Mr. S Lingeshwarakumara M-0773957886/O-0212290054

20 Nuwara Eliya Mr. H.M.N.P Bandara M-0773957879/O-0522222113

21 Polonnaruwa Mr. P.K.U.S.K Nanayakkara M- 0773957882/O-0272226676/F-0272222233

22 Puttlam Mr. A.M.R.N.K Alahakoon M-0773957888/O-0322265756

23 Ratnapura Mr. S.H.M. Manjula M-0773957877/O-0452222991/F-0452222140

24 Trincomalee Mr. K Sugunathas M-0773957884/O-0262224711

25 Vavuniya Mr. S Inbarajan M-0773957892/O-0242225553
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11 Ministry of Mass Media
0112513459 / 0112513460
0112512321 / 0112513498

12 Petroleum Resources 0112564969 / 0112370033 /0112370032

13 Telecommunication Regulatory Commission 0112689345 / 1900

14 Ministry of Power & Energy 0112574922

15 Road Development  0112046200 / 1968

16 NBRO
0112588946 / 0112501834 /0112500354 / 
0112503826

17 Transport Board 0112581120

18 Private Bus Services 0716550000

19 SL Telecom 0112021000 / 1212

20 Ministry of Defence 118

21 Operation Commander Colombo (SL ARMY) 114

22 Disaster Management Center (DMC) Call Center 117

23 Sri Lanka Police Department 119

24 Sri Lanka Police Emergency Service Hotline 112

25 Fire Brigade 110

26 Sri Lanka Telecom 1212

27 National Water Supply & Drainage Board 1939

28 Suwasariya Ambulance 1990

28 Ceylon Electricity Board 1987

30 Lanka Electricity Company (LECO) 1910

31 Road Development Authority 1968

32 Expressway Emergency Hotline 1969

33
Ministry of Child Development & Women’s Affairs 
(Child helpline)

1929

34 Sri Lanka Air Force (Emergency Service) 116

35 National Safety 118

36 Power & Energy 1901

37 Public Administration & Home Affairs 1905

38 Department of Examination 1911

39 Tourism Complaints 1912

40 Ministry of Higher Education 1918
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Ref District Contact Number

01 Jaffna 0212222235

02 Kilinochchi 0212285456 / 0779235888/ 0212283945

03 Mulativu 0212290035

04 Mannar 0232222235 / 0768021398

05 Vavunia 0242222202 / 0772442918 / 0242222212

06 Anuradhapura 0252235384

07 Polonnaruwa 0272222235 / 0714500929

08 Trincomalee 0262225941 / 0777589871 /  0262222235

09 Batticaloa 0652224435

10 Ampara 0632222206 / 0777909949 /  0632222130

11 Kurunegala 0372222238

12 Puttalam 0322265358

13 Kegalle 0352222235 / 0773630293

14 Rathnapura 0452222237 / 0714423760 / 0452222235

15 Matale 0662222233 

16 Kandy 0812222235 / 0779314195

17 Nuwaraeliya 0522222233

18 Gampaha 0332222050 / 0773273507 / 0332222235

19 Colombo 0112347529 / 0779184910 /  0112369134

20 Kaluthara 0342222235 / 0716814813

21 Badulla 0552222510

22 Monaragala 0552276235 / 0714401860 /  0552276234

23 Galle 0912234491 / 0776864397 / 0912222233

24 Mathara 0412222235 / 0776864393

25 Hambanthota 0472256236 / 0718050660 / 0472256285

District Secretariat Contact Details

41 Government Information Center 1919

42 Agricultural Development 1922

43 SL Police (CID) 1933

44 National Transport Commission 1955

45 National Hospital 1959
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Historical Disasater Events - Month of November

From 2013 Nov to 2018 Nov

Source : DesInventar

Legend

No Data

CUTTING FAILURE; LANDSLIDE; ROCK FALL

CYCLONE

DROWNING

FIRE; FOREST FIRE

FLASH FLOOD; FLOOD; HEAVY RAINS

LIGHTNING

STRONG WIND

District Boundary

Event District No of Events  Affected People

Colombo 2 4

Galle 5 96

Hambantota 1 6

Kandy 24 380

Kegalle 24 251

Kurunegala 1 1

Matara 1 3

Moneragala 1 32

Nuwara Eliya 19 621

Badulla 1 12

Matale 3 154

Jaffna 15 5570

Mannar 1 56

Colombo 1 1

Galle 1 0

Gampaha 1 3

Jaffna 1 1

Kalutara 2 1

Kandy 1 1

Kegalle 1 3

Mannar 2 12

Matale 1 8

Moneragala 2 0

Puttalam 4 4

Batticaloa 1 4

Colombo 2 8

Galle 2 1

Kalutara 1 0

Kegalle 4 13

Moneragala 1 4

Nuwara Eliya 5 80

Puttalam 2 10

Anuradhapura 9 1865

Badulla 14 5930

Batticaloa 17 58979

Galle 11 3064

Gampaha 13 21198

Hambantota 2 464

Jaffna 64 116659

Kalutara 1 2

Kandy 7 85

Kegalle 11 310

Kilinochchi 10 30145

Kurunegala 18 1443

Mannar 6 3420

Matale 6 580

Matara 2 362

Mullaitivu 14 8120

Nuwara Eliya 7 2600

Polonnaruwa 3 160

Puttalam 36 21800

Trincomalee 13 10540

Vavuniya 5 1539

Batticaloa 2 30

Galle 2 1

Gampaha 2 23

Hambantota 2 13

Jaffna 3 21

Kandy 1 5

Kegalle 6 40

Kurunegala 1 3

Mannar 1 13

Matara 1 3

Mullaitivu 2 13

Nuwara Eliya 2 46

Polonnaruwa 2 11

Puttalam 5 30

Ratnapura 1 7

Badulla 1 288

Colombo 15 5696

Galle 19 33470

Gampaha 18 6319

Hambantota 13 1868

Jaffna 5 88

Kalutara 16 61459

Kandy 11 94

Kegalle 6 39

Kilinochchi 1 185

Matale 2 9

Matara 16 7084

Nuwara Eliya 3 592

Puttalam 5 115

Ratnapura 14 1266

Trincomalee 1 10

Vavuniya 3 10

Total 5791 10660893

Strong Wind

Landslide / Rock Fall / 

Cutting Failure

Cyclone

Drowning

Fire

Flood / Heavy Rain / 

Flash Flood

Lightning
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